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Owl Needlepoint Craft Kit (Pk/12)

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING

AGe GrOuP: 8 and up
PrOjeCt time: 60 minutes
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Reorder Number

1.0

YOur Kit CONtAiNs:
• Assorted color yarn
•  Printed plastic  

needlepoint design
• Frame
• Length of ribbon
•  Plastic embroidery 

needle
NOte: For your  
convenience, projects 
are individually bagged!

YOu WiLL NeeD:
• Scissors

eACh PersON  
shOuLD hAve:
•  1 individually bagged 

project with the  
supplies listed above

Please mention Offer Code: m2467   
Limit one per order. 

May not be combined with other offers  
or bid or contract pricing. 

See ssww.com for Offer Terms and Conditions. 
We reserve the right to terminate this  

offer at any time without notice.

OFF 15% 
Making it Easy to Save More on your next order!

© Copyright 2018 S&S® Worldwide Inc. All rights reserved.  
No part of this project may be copied or duplicated without the express written permission of S&S Worldwide.

Call toll-Free  
1-800-243-9232

Online:  
ssww.com

email:  
cservice@ssww.com

FAX:  
1-800-566-6678
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Kit may contain silicone gel packets, which should be removed before use.

No $ minimum
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Find ideas on the s&s Blog:
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iNstruCtiONs:
The color coded needlepoint canvas makes stitching this design easy! We 
found it was best to work with one color section at a time and complete 
that before changing to another color. In other words, you should stitch all 
of the yellow first, wherever the color is located on the canvas. Then once 
that color is done, choose another color and follow the same process.

We stitched our owl design using the Random Long Stitch. That is a stitch 
usually used to fill in shapes with randomly placed short and long straight 
stitches which makes it perfect for a project like this one. You may use a 
different stitch if you prefer.

Basic instructions:

NOte: We stitched the design in the following order: The owl was first and 
the background was last.

tiP: Leave the canvas in the frame while stitching.

1.  Cut a length of yarn. Thread the needle and tie a simple overhand knot 
in one end of the yarn, leaving the other strand loose. Stitch the owl 
area following the pre-printed canvas design.

NOte: If you need more of the same color yarn, when you have a little 
yarn left on the needle, simply tie a new length on to the piece threaded 
on the canvas (tie as close to the back of the canvas as possible).

2.  When you are done stitching one color, on the back of the canvas, 
simply tie on the next color to the yarn you have threaded in your 
needle. Keep stitching!

3.  When you have completed the stitching, tie off the final piece of yarn 
on the back of your canvas by making an overhand knot. Cut off excess 
yarn.

4.  Thread the ribbon piece through the triangle shape at the top and tie a 
knot. Use the ribbon to hang your finished needlepoint canvas!
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to stitch the background design using the random Long stitch:
to get started: 
Starting in the left corner, come UP through the corner hole in the canvas. 
Cross over the desired number of canvas holes (most of our sample was 
3-4 holes) and then thread needle DOWN through the 3rd or 4th hole. 

Come UP at 3-4 canvas holes to the right of the completed stitch you 
just did. Bring your needle over to the left 3-4 holes and go DOWN in the 
hole next to the last stitch you completed. Continue this two-step stitch 
technique until you have completely worked the entire design area. 

If you need more of the same color yarn, when you have a little yarn left 
on the needle, simply tie a new length on to the piece threaded on the 
canvas (tie as close to the back of the canvas as possible).

Basically, the stitching pattern is: 
UP then count 1, 2, 3, 4 to the right, then DOWN then count 1, 2, 3, 4 to the 
right then UP then back left 1, 2, 3, 4 then down. There will be long runs of 
yarn on the back side of your design but that is OK.

Eastern chipmunks have pouches in the sides of their mouths for storing food. When the pouches are full 
they can be nearly as big as the animal’s head.

The moose is a good swimmer and can dive up to 18 feet under water. 

Owls can turn their heads as much as 270 degrees, and a group of owls is called a parliament.

Foxes share some similarities with cats, like retractable claws and vertical pupils.
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Woodland Animals

...

Fun  
Facts!


